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Top 5 most hated words

Tens of thousands of people have voted on the grossest word in the English language — with “pus” taking the top spot. The icky word — defined as “a thick yellowish or greenish liquid produced in infected tissue” — received a whopping 9,799 votes in the poll, which was conducted by the online language platform Preply. Unsurprisingly, a number of
other words describing bodily fluids also made the top 10, including “phlegm,” which came in second place with 8,984 votes, and “mucus” at seventh with 7,083 votes. A number of other foul words in the top 10 described the leaking of fluids, including “seepage,” “ooze” and “splooge.” “Splooge,” while perhaps better known as a synonym for
“ejaculate” in American vernacular, is defined as “an abrupt discharge of fluid.” Online language platform Preply has conducted a survey of the grossest words in the English language, with “pus” landing in the top spot.Getty The complete list of top 10 words are: Pus (9,799 votes)Phlegm (8,984 votes)Seepage (8,799 votes)Moist (8,234 votes)Splooge
(7,893 votes)Fester (7,223 votes)Mucus (7,083 votes)Ooze (6,990 votes)Putrid (6,912 votes)Curd (6,344 votes) “Many people feel queasy towards certain words or phrases,” Preply spokesperson Daniele Saccard said of the poll results, as reported by the Independent. “This phenomenon is called word aversion, meaning a strong dislike or repulsion
towards the word.” The wordsmith added: “This demonstrates just how powerful language can be. Language has the ability to make us feel all types of positive emotions, including love and happiness. However, on the contrary, language also has the power to make us uncomfortable or [feel] disgust.” Tens of thousands of people voted in the survey.
Many of the top words described bodily fluids. Getty Images Others who didn’t get a chance to vote chimed in with their own disgusting words on Twitter, after the poll was published. “Smegma!” one person declared, referring to the word to describe a build-up of shed skin cells, skin oils and moisture beneath an uncircumcised man’s foreskin.
Another posited that the words “snot” and “slimey” should also have made the top 10, while a third person declared “vomit” to be the grossest word in the English language. Contact Arkadium, the provider of these gamesBuilt by Word Scramble lovers for Word Scramble lovers, see how many words you can spell in Scramble Words, a free online word
game. No downloads needed! Scramble Words is a free online word scramble game, with many exciting twists and turns! Scramble Words is a word-making game. The goal is to unscramble the list of letters found at the bottom of the screen, using your keyboard or mouse to spell out words. As you're unscrambling, keep in mind that scoring —the goal
of the game — is based on the length of the words you spell, the difficulty of the letters used, and how quickly you find and spell each word. Up the difficulty and you'll be rewarded handsomely! Interesting Facts about Scramble Words, the Word Scramble Game -Scramble Words is a word-based game influenced by the popular game Outspell, with
several updates, thanks to player feedback! -Unlike most other scramble games, Scramble Words will remember your place in the game, enabling you to come back right where you left off! -Scramble Words is one of the few games we've built utilizing purple as the main game color! We think it's pretty fitting. Do you know the others? -Scramble Words
is great for native speakers looking to keep sharp, but also for those learning English, as it encourages learning in a gamified manner! -The mind is a curious being — re-sorting the letters via the toggle at the bottom-left of the game will frequently reveal words that you have previously not seen. Good luck, and we hope you enjoy playing this free
online word scramble game! We all have that one word that really gets under our skin – a word that just sounds weird or makes us think of something unpleasant when we hear it. There are so many words in the English language that you’re bound to have a few that you just really don’t like. But did you realize that some words are collectively more
hated than others? There are certain English terms that pretty much everyone hates, whether that is because they're associated with something gross or they just sounds a bit unusual when you hear them. We asked Kaplan staff what their most hated English words are. So which words are the most universally hated? We got our team together and
had them take a look at some of the most hated words in the English language, seeing how they might react. Take a look at their response below. How many of these words make your list of the worst words ever? Most hated English words featured in the video: Phlegm: a thick, sticky substance secreted by the mucous membranes, especially when
you have a cold Hurl: to throw with great force Squelch: to make a soft, sucking sound Slobber: saliva drooled from one’s mouth Moist: to be slightly wet Some other most hated English words that didn’t quite make our list: Chunky: something that is thick and bulky Bulbous: bulging, fat, or round Fester: to become rotten; to become worse over time
Slurp: to drink or eat something with a loud sucking noise Slacks: casual trousers Sometimes the most hated English words are because of how they sound. In other instances it is more the association with what the word means or remind people of. It might be worth avoiding some of these words if you want to stay on people's good sides! We
decided, after the wonderful response to our Favourite Word Poll to ask our Facebook Followers to tell us their most hated word. That word that makes you shudder when heard, shiver when read and elicits a physical response no matter how you come across it. Well you didn’t disappoint; well over a thousand of you responded and your answers
surprised us somewhat. There are millions of words out there, so many to choose from and yet many of you seem to have a visceral distaste for the same things. Be warned, there is profanity; this is a blog about hated words and we’re not about to censor them. You’re going to get them in all their glorious gruesomeness. (adj) Slightly wet, marked by a
fluid discharge. (n) A woman’s genitals, an unpleasant or stupid person. (n) Legless underpants worn by women and girls; knickers. (vb) Have sexual intercourse with (someone). Damage, ruin something. (n) A contemptuous term for a black person. (n) A thick yellowish or greenish opaque liquid produced in infected tissue. (n) Derogatory: A person
who has a mental disability. (n) The thick viscous substance secreted by the mucous membranes of the respiratory passages. (adj) Used for emphasis, especially to express anger or frustration. Well there are the top ten. The fact that expletives were in there is no great surprise but, in the end they’re just words and the only power they have over us is
the power we give them. Here’s the rest, making up our top 50 words: Belly Cancer Love/r Selfie Flesh/y Mucous Seepage Like Vomit Religion Puke Rape Whatever Almost Literally Wait Marriage Penetrate/tion Fag/got Fungus Normal Snot Slacks Awesome Hummus Clot Secretion Tits/Titties Squirt Gristle Ooze Crepuscular Gusset Fester Chunky
Infected Spastic Velvet Pustules Barren Feel free to add your own ‘most hated’ word in the comments and a huge thank you to everyone who joined in. We hope we haven’t left you feeling too nauseous. Special thanks goes to oxforddictionaries.com for help with definitions. It turns out that there are certain words that make the average person cringe
more than others. So before you fire off that next email to your boss, be sure you avoid these unfavorable words.Our results come from several polls and surveys conducted by sources such as Oxford Dictionaries and their initial #OneWordMap survey. The survey obtained a clear leader before it was shut down due to misuse.Readers Digest also
provided interesting results from readers about their least favorite words. So here are the nine most hated words in the English language.1. MoistMoist is by far the clear winner when it comes to least favorite words. Plus, moist has been around since at least 1325 A.D., which means people have had plenty of time to get sick of its use.2. FlapIt can be
used to refer to a bird in flight, or extra skin, or, you get the idea. Flap is a word that generally is voted relatively high as being a less than desirable word choice.3. WhateverAccording to Marist Poll Results, the word “whatever” consistently scores as the most annoying word in the English language.People of all ages and backgrounds use the word. It
is a common way for people to express their frustration with something they don’t understand or can’t explain.Wikipedia defines “whatever” as “a slang term meaning ‘whatever you say, ‘I don’t care what you say or ‘what will be will be.’ The term is used either to dismiss a previous statement and express indifference or in affirmation of a previous
statement as ‘whatever will be will be.’” 4. DudeThe word “dude” seems to be loved or hated by people. Those who love to use the term have seemingly made it applicable to any and all situations. For example, “dude” can be used to refer to a male or a female. It can also be used to get someone’s attention. The extensive range of uses has annoyed
others, making it one of the nine most hated words in the English language.5. LikeThe girls from the movie Clueless were exceptionally skilled in their use of the word like, and many teenage girls soon followed suit. Unfortunately, it has made its way into some people’s daily usage as a filler word with no real purpose. 6. LiterallyI literally had no idea
the word literally would end up on this list. This is another word that some people love or hate. Again, some people use the word literally, like literally way too much.7. FlaccidOxford Languages defines flaccid as “soft and hanging loosely or limply, especially so as to look or feel unpleasant.” For example, “she took his flaccid hand in hers.” Read that
example aloud, and you will see why the word is so hated.8. PantiesThe word panties in itself is innocuous, but for some reason, it gives some people an uncomfortable feeling. An innocent name for female underwear, panties just rub some people the wrong way.9. PusPus is a word used to define a thick yellow fluid type matter produced by the body
as an inflammatory response to an infection. While the fluid is the byproduct of our bodies’ response to an infection, it’s no wonder why the word has made our list. Even hearing the word can cause some people to squirm in their seats.There you have it, the nine most hated words in the English language. In summary, there are two types of people:
those who hate these words and those who don’t care either way.So next time you are having a conversation with your boss or are about to send that email, double-check the words used are not part of this list. You never know who may have an adverse reaction to your usage of one of them.
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